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Abstract

Since person search datasets are of limited scale due to expensive efforts to collect
large-scale annotated datasets, existing one-step person methods leverage models pre-
trained on ImageNet to overcome this shortcoming. However, pretraining on ImageNet
suffers from the large domain gap between ImageNet and target datasets. To address this
issue, we propose a Subtask-dominated Supervised Pretraining (SSP) transfer learning
method. The proposed SSP method takes the person re-identification (Re-ID) subtask
as the dominant subtask of one-step person search and pretrains the backbone model in
the Re-ID subtask with annotated data. The pretrained backbone weights can provide
the one-step person search model with a better initialization to help it converge to a bet-
ter solution. Specifically, the proposed SSP method surpasses the ImageNet pretraining
method by 6.6% mAP and 1.9% top-1 on the PRW dataset. Besides, to reduce the impact
of person detection subtask on the dominant Re-ID subtask, we further design a Multi-
level RoI Fusion Pooling layer to enhance the discrimination ability of learned person
features for one-step person search. Extensive experiments on the PRW and CUHK-
SYSU datasets demonstrate the superiority and effectiveness of the proposed method.

1 Introduction
Person search aims to locate query persons from panoramic images. Compared to the tra-
ditional person re-identification (Re-ID) task, person search integrates person detection and
person Re-ID tasks into a unified framework, making it more applicable to real-world ap-
plications. Most person search methods can be divided into two categories, the two-step
methods [1, 21, 27] and the one-step methods [2, 6, 23]. Compared to the two-step frame-
work, the one-step framework can jointly optimize the person detection and Re-ID subtasks
with fewer parameters and computations. Thus, we focus on the one-step person search
framework in this paper.

Model pretraining plays a crucial role in computer vision community. One typical ap-
proach is to pretrain a CNN backbone model on the large-scale ImageNet [20] dataset and
transfer the pretrained backbone model to target tasks, especially when target tasks lack
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Figure 1: Comparison of ImageNet pretraining method and our proposed subtask-dominated
supervised pretraining method. (a) There exists a large domain gap between ImageNet data
and person search data. (b) Our proposed method can avoid the domain gap between the
source domain and target domain.

enough training data. For person search, it requires great efforts to annotate a large number
of person bounding boxes and corresponding person identities. As a result, existing public
person search datasets (PRW [27] and CUHK-SYSU [23]) are of limited scale. To relieve the
shortage of person search data, existing one-step person search methods usually use model
weights pretrained on ImageNet to initialize the CNN backbone. However, it suffers from
the large domain gap between ImageNet and person search data in terms of image content
as shown in Fig. 1(a). In view of the recent success of self-supervised learning [4, 11], an
alternative method is to conduct self-supervised pretraining for one-step person search to
avoid the domain gap between the source data and the target data. Unfortunately, directly
applying self-supervised pretraining to the one-step person search model does not work well
due to its dependence on large-scale training data [8]. Intuitively, when the training data is of
limited scale, the data annotations can effectively help to pretrain a CNN backbone capable
of learning better representations, and a better pretrained backbone can also help to train a
stronger one-step person search model. Therefore, a better pretraining method for person
search should take advantage of the limited annotated data to pretrain the backbone.

To this end, we make the first attempt towards supervised pretraining transfer learning for
one-step person search in this paper. The one-step person search has two subtasks, namely
person detection subtask and Re-ID subtask. Person detection aims to distinguish the person
foreground from the background by learning coarse-grained features of persons. Differently,
person Re-ID aims to distinguish persons with various identities by learning fine-grained
features of persons. These characteristics of the two subtasks mean it will bring little negative
impact on person detection performance to give the Re-ID subtask higher priority. Besides,
person detection is also not a severe bottleneck of overall person search performance [13],
which means that the key to improving overall person search performance is to improve
the person Re-ID subtask. Motivated by the above observations, we propose a Subtask-
dominated Supervised Pretraining (SSP) transfer learning method for one-step person search.

Specifically, the proposed SSP method takes the Re-ID subtask as the dominant subtask
and pretrains the backbone model in the traditional Re-ID training style directly. As shown
in Figure 1(b), our SSP method pretrains the backbone directly on target person search data,
and consequently avoids the domain gap. Different from the one-step person search model,
the pretrained model in the traditional Re-ID training style takes as input the person Re-
gion of Interests (RoI) rather than the scene images, which makes it easier to pretrain a
powerful backbone model with some effective training tricks widely-used in person Re-ID
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area. Thus, the pretrained backbone model can generate discriminative person features for
re-identification. Then, the weights of the pretrained backbone model are utilized to initial-
ize the backbone of the one-step person search model to realize knowledge transfer. With a
better initialization, the one-step person search model can be directly trained to learn more
discriminative person features for re-identification.

Besides, to reduce the impact of the person detection subtask on the dominant person Re-
ID subtask, we design a Multi-level RoI Fusion Pooling (MRFP) layer for one-step person
search. Specifically, for a predicted person RoI, we propose to crop corresponding feature
maps from multi-levels of the CNN parts shared by two subtasks and fuse the cropped multi-
scale feature maps from different levels before feeding them to the following networks. Com-
pared to the widely-used single-level RoI pooling operation, the proposed MRFP layer keeps
more details which are helpful to distinguish different person identities for the identification
networks, and consequently can help the identification networks learn more discriminative
person features for re-identification.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions to the person search commu-
nity: 1) We propose the Subtask-dominated Supervised Pretraining (SSP) transfer learning
method for one-step person search. The proposed SSP method not only can bridge the do-
main gap between the source task data and the target task data but also exploit the limited
annotated data for better feature learning. 2) We design the Multi-level RoI Fusion Pooling
(MRFP) layer to relieve the impact of the person detection subtask on the dominant person
Re-ID subtask. The proposed MRFP layer further improves the discrimination ability of
the learned person features by keeping more details about person identities for the dominant
Re-ID subtask. 3) We demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method through extensive
experiments on two public person search datasets.

2 Related Work
Person Search. Recently, person search has received lots of attention from computer vision
community researchers. Generally, there are two mainstream person search frameworks, the
two-step and the one-step.

Zheng et al. [27] propose a two-step framework and thoroughly evaluate combinations
of different person detectors and person Re-ID models. Following the one-step framework,
Chen et al. [1] use the Faster R-CNN [19] to detect persons and develop a two-stream CNN
model to obtain representative features of persons by fusing global features and local fea-
tures. Lan et al. [13] propose the Cross-Level Semantic Alignment to solve the multi-scale
challenge by combining cross-level feature maps. Wang et al. [21] propose a Task-Consist
Two-Stage person search framework including an identity-guided query detector to gener-
ate query-like person detections and a Detection Results Adapted Re-ID model to make the
Re-ID model adapted to the detections.

Xiao et al. [23] propose the one-step framework based on the Faster R-CNN detection
framework and design the Online Instance Matching (OIM) loss to tackle the ill-conditioned
training problem. Following the one-step framework, Munjal et al. [17] propose a query-
guided one-step person search model which can generate query-relevant proposals. Chen
et al. [2] propose a Norm-Aware Embedding method to solve the conflict between person
detection and Re-ID by disentangling person embeddings into norms and angles to conduct
detection and Re-ID, respectively. Dong et al. [6] develop a Bi-directional Interaction Net-
work to learn more discriminative person features by reducing the redundant information
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Figure 2: Pipeline of the proposed method for the one-step person search framework.

outside a bounding box.

Pretraining Transfer Learning. In person Re-ID community and even computer vision
community, it is an effective and widely-used method to transfer model weights pretrained
on ImageNet to target task models for better performance. However, ImageNet pretrain-
ing usually suffers from the large domain gap between ImageNet and target task datasets.
Motivated by the success of self-supervised learning [3, 4, 5, 11], some person Re-ID re-
searchers [8] propose to apply self-supervised pretraining to person Re-ID area. Despite
the performance improvement, their self-supervised pretraining method [8] needs to pretrain
the backbone model on the large-scale unlabeled LUPerson dataset [8] (three times larger
than ImageNet-1k), which costs lots of computations and time. An alternative method is to
conduct self-supervised pretraining directly on target person search data. Unfortunately, di-
rectly conducting self-supervised pretraining for person search does not work well due to its
dependence on large-scale training data [8]. In this paper, we propose a subtask-dominated
supervised pretraining method to avoid the above-mentioned problems and improve person
search performance.

3 Method

The overall pipeline of the proposed SSP method is shown in Fig. 2. In the SSP method,
the backbone is first pretrained in the dominant Re-ID subtask and then transferred to the
one-step person search task. For the one-step person search model, we adopt the framework
proposed by [14] with the ResNet50-IBN-a [18] as the backbone model. The backbone is
divided into two parts, namely the base networks (layers from conv1 to conv3_x) and iden-
tification networks (layers from conv4_x to conv5_x). After the identification networks, a
Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer followed by a Batch Normalization (BN) layer is used
to obtain person features. Given an input scene image, the base networks first extract its
convolutional (conv) feature maps. Then, the Faster R-CNN [19] detector predicts the pos-
sible person RoIs based on the conv feature maps from the base networks. Next, for each
predicted person RoI, the proposed MRFP layer conducts multi-level multi-scale RoI feature
maps cropping and fusion operations to generate the RoI feature maps for the following iden-
tification networks. Finally, the identification networks extract person features of predicted
person RoIs for re-identification. In the following sections, the proposed SSP and the MRFP
layer are introduced in detail.
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3.1 Subtask-dominated Supervised Pretraining
Our proposed SSP method takes the Re-ID subtask as the dominant subtask of one-step per-
son search and performs supervised pretraining for the person Re-ID subtask. Specifically,
the proposed SSP method includes dominant subtask pretraining and transfer learning. De-
tails are as follows:

Dominant Subtask Pretraining. In the one-step person search model shown in Fig. 2,
networks related to the person Re-ID subtask are the base networks and identification net-
works. These two networks form a complete CNN backbone model. Aiming to improve the
dominant Re-ID subtask, we separate the Re-ID subtask from the one-step person search task
in the pretraining stage to avoid the impact of the person detection subtask. Therefore, the
proposed SSP method pretrains the CNN backbone in the traditional person Re-ID training
style.

Concretely, to pretrain the backbone model, a Re-ID style training dataset is first con-
structed by cropping all person RoIs from the original scene images in the training set. All
cropped instances are resized to 256×128 ones. As depicted in Fig. 2, the pipeline proposed
in [16] is employed to pretrain the backbone model. To pretrain a powerful backbone model,
some useful training tricks are also adopted, including random erasing augmentation and
learning rate warming up. Please kindly note that we use all the labeled person instances in
the training set to conduct supervised pretraining for the CNN backbone.

Transfer Learning. To transfer the pretrained model to the one-step person search
model, the weights of the pretrained Re-ID backbone are used to initialize the backbone
of the one-step person search model, namely the base networks and identification networks.
Although there exist scale variations between person patches and panoramic images, thanks
to the local connectivity and parameter sharing of conv, conv kernels pretrained on person
patches can still generate similar responses in person RoIs when applied to panoramic im-
ages to provide better initialization for the one-step person search model. Then, we retrain
the one-step person search model to make it adapted to the person search task.

Following the Faster R-CNN [19], we employ the RPN training losses (Lrpn
cls and Lrpn

reg )
and RoI Head training losses (Lcls and Lreg) to train the person detector. The total detection
loss Ldet is defined as follows:

Ldet = Lrpn
cls +Lrpn

reg +Lcls +Lreg. (1)

The cross-entropy loss is computed as the ID loss Lid to train the identification networks.
Overall, the total loss to train the one-step person search model is defined as follows:

L = Lid +Ldet . (2)

3.2 Multi-level RoI Fusion Pooling
In the previous one-step person search model, the RoI pooling operation is conducted to crop
RoI feature maps only from the output of the base networks. However, the base networks are
shared by both the person detection and Re-ID subtasks. Influenced by the person detection
subtask, some important details helpful to distinguish different persons are likely to be miss-
ing in the high-level outputs of the base networks, which harms the discrimination ability of
person features learned by the identification networks.

Since the low-level feature maps contain more details, the proposed MRFP layer crops
the RoI feature maps from multi-levels of the base networks and fuses the cropped multi-level
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Figure 3: Illustration of the proposed MRFP layer.

multi-scale feature maps to keep more person details in the pooled feature maps. As shown
in Fig. 3, based on the output feature maps of the high-level conv3_x, the RoI Align [10]
pooling is conducted to pool the RoI feature maps into 32×16 ones. Besides, in the proposed
MRFP layer, the RoI Align is also performed to the output feature maps of the low-level
conv2_x. Since the output resolution of conv2_x is twice as large as that of conv3_x, the
pooling size for conv2_x is 64× 32. To perform the fusion of RoI feature maps from two
levels, a neck layer is applied to transform the low-level RoI feature maps into the same size
RoI feature maps as the high-level ones.

In this work, we use the conv3_x of the backbone as the neck layer to keep semantic
consistency between the transformed RoI feature maps and the high-level ones. Please note
that the neck layer is also initialized with the pretrained weights but does not share parame-
ters with the conv3_x in the base networks. Then, the pixel-wise sum is utilized to fuse RoI
feature maps from two levels. The fused RoI feature maps are to be fed into the identification
networks to extract person features for re-identification.

4 Experiments

In this section, we run experiments on two public person search datasets, the PRW [27] and
CUHK-SYSU [23], and compare the proposed method with some state-of-the-art methods.
Afterwards, ablation study results are reported for each component in the proposed method.

4.1 Datasets

PRW dataset [27] is collected in Tsinghua university by six cameras. A total of 11,816 video
frames containing 43,110 person bounding boxes are provided. The training set includes
5,704 frames where 15,575 person bounding boxes are labeled with 482 identities and the
rest bounding boxes are unlabeled. For the testing set, 2,057 labeled person bounding boxes
are marked as the query set, and 6,112 frames are taken as the gallery set. The search scope
is the whole gallery set.
CUHK-SYSU dataset [23] collects video frames from the street snap and movies. A total of
18,184 frames with 96,143 person bounding boxes are provided. The training set includes
11,206 frames containing 15,080 person bounding boxes labeled with 5,532 identities and a
lot of bounding boxes without identity labels. The testing set is composed of 2,900 labeled
query persons and 6,978 gallery frames. Different from the PRW dataset, for each query
person, the CUHK-SYSU dataset provides several gallery subsets with various gallery sizes.
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4.2 Evaluation Protocols
The Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC top-1) and mean Average Precision (mAP)
are adopted to evaluate the performance of person search. These two metrics are also the
widely-used evaluation protocols in the person Re-ID area. However, different from Re-ID,
the AP of each query person is scaled by its recall rate, and the mAP is calculated as the
average of all APs across all query persons.

4.3 Implementation Details
For the backbone model, we pretrain it for total 120 epochs on the constructed Re-ID style
training set. On the PRW dataset, we first randomly select 16 identities and choose 4 in-
stances for each identity to obtain a balanced batch with size 64. Since the total number of
identities on the CUHK-SYSU is much larger than that on the PRW dataset, we randomly
select 64 identities and 4 instances for each identity to obtain a balanced batch with size
256 for better convergence during the training phase. The Adam optimizer is employed to
pretrain the backbone. The initial learning rate is 3.5× 10−4 and decayed by a factor of
10 in 40-th and 70-th epochs, respectively. The learning rate is warmed up linearly from
3.5× 10−5 to 3.5× 10−4 in the first 10 epochs. The weight decay factor for the Adam op-
timizer is 5× 10−4. The random horizontal flip and random erasing [16] are employed to
augment the training data.

For the person search model, we train it end-to-end for total 20 epochs using the SGD
optimizer with batch size 16. The learning rate is set to 0.005 initially and decayed to 0.0005
after 12 epochs. The weight decay factor for the SGD optimizer is 1× 10−4. Only the
random horizontal flip data augmentation is used during the training of the person search
model. For the RPN in the detector, the anchor sizes are set to 4, 8, 16, and 32 for each
location on feature maps, and the anchor aspect ratios are set to 1, 2, and 3. The height and
width of an input scene image are scaled by the same factor to make the shorter side not
less than 640 pixels or the longer side not more than 960 pixels. During the reference phase,
the predicted person bounding boxes with foreground scores lower than 0.5 are removed,
and only bounding boxes whose Intersection over Union (IoU) with ground truth bounding
boxes larger than 0.5 are regarded as true detection results.

4.4 Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
In this section, we run experiments on the PRW and CUHK-SYSU datasets and compare the
proposed person search method with some state-of-the-art methods.

Comparison on PRW. As shown in Table 1, our proposed method achieves 59.6% mAP
and 89.7% top-1 accuracy, outperforming all the compared methods by large margins. In
the compared one-step methods, the DKD method [26] obtains the highest performance with
50.5% mAP and 87.1 % top-1. Compared to the DKD method, our method surpasses it
by 9.1% mAP and 2.6% top-1 accuracy. In the compared two-step methods, the strongest
TCTS [21] method achieves 46.8% mAP and 87.5% top-1 accuracy. Compared with the
TCTS method, our method obtains 12.8% mAP and 2.2% top-1 improvement. These com-
parison results demonstrate that our proposed method is superior to the compared state-of-
the-art methods on the PRW dataset.

Comparison on CUHK-SYSU. As reported in Table 1, our proposed method achieves
93.3% mAP and 94.2% top-1 accuracy on the CUHK-SYSU dataset, surpassing most com-
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Method PRW CUHK-SYSU

mAP (%) top-1 (%) mAP (%) top-1 (%)

tw
o-

st
ep

MGTS [1] 32.6 72.1 83.0 83.7
CLSA [13] 38.7 65.0 87.2 88.5
RDLR [9] 42.9 70.2 93.0 94.2
IGPN [7] 46.2 86.1 90.3 91.4
TCTS [21] 46.8 87.5 93.9 95.1

on
e-

st
ep

NPSM[15] 24.2 53.1 77.9 81.2
IAN [22] 23.0 61.9 76.3 80.1
LCGPS [24] 33.4 73.6 84.1 86.5
QEEPS [17] 37.1 76.7 88.9 89.1
NAE+ [2] 44.0 81.1 92.1 92.9
APNet [28] 41.9 81.4 88.9 89.3
BINet [6] 45.3 81.7 90.0 90.7
PSFL [12] 44.2 85.2 92.3 94.7
DKD [26] 50.5 87.1 93.1 94.2
AlignPS [25] 45.9 81.9 93.1 93.4

Baseline 48.0 86.1 87.5 88.8
Ours 59.6 89.7 93.3 94.2

Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on PRW and CUHK-SYSU.

pared methods. It is observed that TCTS [21] and PSFL [12] obtain higher performance than
ours. The TCTS method is two-step, requiring two independent models (a person detector
and a person Re-ID model) to tackle the person search problem. In contrast, our method is
one-step and solves the person search problem in a multi-task framework with fewer compu-
tations. The PSFL method designs a Prototype Guided Attention Module for saliency feature
learning in the one-step person search framework. Even if our method does not contain an
attention module for saliency feature learning, it still obtains comparable top-1 performance
with the PSFL method.

Moreover, experiments are also conducted to explore the influences of different gallery
sizes. The gallery size ranges from 50 to 4,000. As shown in Fig. 4, the performance of all
methods is degraded with the gallery size increasing, which indicates that it is still challeng-
ing to search for the target persons from the large search scope in real-world applications.
When the gallery size increases, the proposed method outperforms all the compared state-
of-the-art methods except a two-step method, the TCTS. Compared to the TCTS method,

70
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50 100 500 1000 2000 4000
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BINet
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NAE+
Ours

Figure 4: Comparison on the CUHK-SYSU dataset with different gallery sizes.
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Method mAP (%) top-1 (%)

Baseline (Random init) 27.6 75.7
Baseline (ImageNet) 48.0 86.1
Baseline (Self-supervised) 46.9 85.9
Baseline (SSP) 54.6 88.0

ResNet-50 (ImageNet) 42.0 83.9
ResNet-50 (Self-supervised on LUPerson) 45.4 85.8
ResNet-50 (SSP) 49.0 86.0
OIM* (ImageNet) 42.7 84.9
OIM* (SSP) 45.1 85.4
BINet* (ImageNet) 36.7 80.1
BINet* (SSP) 40.5 81.4

Baseline (ImageNet)+MRFP 51.4 86.9
Baseline (SSP)+MRFP 59.6 89.7
ResNet-50 (ImageNet)+MRFP 45.1 86.0
ResNet-50 (Self-supervised on LUPerson)+MRFP 50.6 87.4
ResNet-50 (SSP)+MRFP 54.1 87.9

Table 2: Effectiveness of each proposed component. OIM* and BINet* represent our re-
implemented models.

our method is still comparable. These experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
method is more robust against gallery size variations and has advantages for large-scale per-
son search.

4.5 Ablation Study
In this section, experiments are conducted on the PRW dataset to validate the effectiveness
of each proposed component. To study the influence of each component, we replace the
proposed MRFP layer in the person search framework shown in Fig. 2 with a RoI Align
pooling layer to construct a baseline model. The baseline model is trained with the settings
described in Section 4.3. The baseline models for ImageNet pretraining and our SSP are
denoted as “Baseline (ImageNet)" and “Baseline (SSP)", respectively.

Effectiveness of SSP. In the previous person search works, the ImageNet pretraining
is the most popular pretraining transfer learning method. To validate the effectiveness of
the proposed SSP, we compare it with the baseline model adopting ImageNet pretraining.
As shown in Table 2, the “Baseline (SSP)" model outperforms the “Baseline (ImageNet)"
model by 6.6% in mAP and 1.9% in top-1. Besides, the “Baseline (SSP)+MRFP" surpasses
the “Baseline (ImageNet)+MRFP" by large margins.

Moreover, we also apply the proposed SSP to some other one-step person search models
to further validate its effectiveness, including the OIM model [23] and BINet [6]. As shown
in Table 2, for our re-implemented OIM and BINet methods, the person search performance
is further improved compared to the ImageNet pretraining method when the SSP method is
applied. These experimental results further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
SSP method.

Effectiveness of MRFP. As shown in Table 2, person search performance is further im-
proved when the MRFP layer is applied. Specifically, the “Baseline (SSP)+MRFP" outper-
forms the “Baseline (SSP)" by 5.0% in mAP and 1.7% in top-1. In addition, when the MRFP
layer is applied to “Baseline (ImageNet)" and ResNet-50 based methods, person search per-
formance is also improved, further validating the effectiveness of the MRFP layer.

Further comparison of different pretraining methods. As represented in Table 2,
compared to random initialization of the CNN backbone, the ImageNet pretraining method
significantly boosts person search performance thanks to the large-scale ImageNet dataset.
However, there exists a large domain gap between ImageNet and target datasets, which
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makes the ImageNet pretraining a suboptimal choice for the target person search task. Com-
pared to the ImageNet pretraining, our proposed SSP method pretrains the backbone model
with the annotated person search data for the dominant person Re-ID subtask, which avoids
the domain gap. Consequently, our SSP method achieves higher performance. Besides the
ImageNet pretraining method, we also compare the proposed SSP method with the self-
supervised pretraining method. Please kindly note that the self-supervised pretraining is
conducted only for the person Re-ID subtask. Table 2 shows that the performance of self-
supervised pretraining is much lower than our proposed SSP. As validated in [8], the self-
supervised pretraining usually requires large-scale data to learn stronger person representa-
tions. Unfortunately, the existing person search datasets are of limited scale.

Additionally, Fu et al. [8] propose to conduct self-supervised pretraining on the large-
scale LUPerson dataset [8] for person Re-ID. We also compare our SSP with their method.
Since the LUPerson dataset is three times larger than ImageNet-1k, we have no enough
GPUs to pretrain a ResNet50-IBN-a backbone on the LUPerson dataset. Thus, we directly
use their released ResNet-50 backbone pretrained on the LUPerson dataset. As shown in
Table 2, self-supervised pretraining on the LUPerson dataset achieves better results than Im-
ageNet pretraining. Different from ImageNet dataset, the LUPerson dataset is a person Re-
ID dataset and consequently reduces the domain gap between source data and target data.
Nevertheless, there is still a domain gap between the LUPerson dataset and person search
datasets. Therefore, our proposed SSP obtains higher performance than self-supervised pre-
training on the LUPerson. For more experimental results, please refer to the supplementary
material.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the Subtask-dominated Supervised Pretraining (SSP) transfer
learning method to tackle the pretraining problem for the one-step person search. Compared
to the ImageNet pretraining transfer learning method and self-supervised pretraining method,
the proposed SSP method can significantly boost person search performance by reducing the
domain gap between source data and target data and exploiting the annotated person search
data. Besides, we further proposed the Multi-level RoI Fusion Pooling (MRFP) layer to
reduce the impact of the person detection subtask on the dominant Re-ID subtask. The
proposed MRFP layer can further improve the discriminative ability of the learned person
features by keeping more details beneficial to the identification networks. Thorough exper-
iments and ablation studies demonstrate the superiority and effectiveness of our proposed
method.
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